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Various experlmental stud1es of elastohvdrodvnamic lubrlcation have been
rp'!ieu~ed: The various types of rnachlnes used in these 1nvestigatjons~ such
as the disc~ two and four ball~ crossed-cYlinders~ and crossed-axes
rolling disc mach1ne~ are described~ The ~~23uremen1 of the most i~portant
par~mpters~ st.;~h as f11m shapp, f11m thlcKness~ pressure~ temperature, and
trriction, 15 consid~red= Determination of the f11m thicKness is generally
the most important of these ~ffects since it dictates the extent to which
th~ 3sper1tles on opposing surfaces can come into contact and thus has a
dir~ct bearing on wear and fatigue failure of the contacting surfaces:
Several different techniques for measuring film thicKness have been
dpscribed~ including electrical reslstance, capacitance,
interferometry, laser beam diffraction, straln gage, and spring
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dynamometer methods: been mad2 to describe the
concepts and limitations of each of these technlques~ These vartous
methods have been used bY individual researchers~ but there is no
universally acceptable techn1QUe for measuring elastohvorodynaffi1C film
thicKnessc Capacitance methods have provided most of the reliable -data for
nominal line or rectangular conjunctions, but optica' interferometry has
proved to be the most effec i\!~ proced~Jre for Alliot1cal contacts~ Optical
interferometry has the grea advantage that 1t reveals not on1v the film
thlcKness~ but 21so details of the film shape vv~! th~ complete rirp~ of
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EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSOF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATION*
Someof the most important variables involved in experimen-
tal research on elastohydrodynamic lubrication are film thick-
ness, traction, pressure, and temperature. The distribution of
these variables in the conjunction has been studied by a number
of investigators. These studies and the apparatus used in mea-
suring these effects are considered in this chapter. Of these
considerations the determination of the film thickness in the
lubricated conjunction is a most significant aspect of elastohy-
drodynamic lubrication. Film thickness dictates the extent to
which the asperities on opposing surfaces can come into contact
and thus has a direct bearing on the wear and fatigue failure of
contacting surfaces.
Nearly all experimental work on elastohydrodynamic lubrica-
tion has been carried out since 1950. However, long before that
time operating experience with gears and other highly loaded
lubricated contacts had suggested that the solids might be sepa-
rated by a fluid film under some conditions. Much of the evi-
dence was indirect and inconclusive, but the persistence of ma-
chining marks and the lack of serious surface damage provided
the strongest case in support of some form of fluid-film lubri-
*Published as Chapter I0 in Ball Bearin 9 Lubrication by
Bernard J. Hamrock and Duncan_O_ John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
Sept. 1981.
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cation. In addition,the measuredefficiencyof gears suggested
that the friction force generatedin the gear tooth contactwas
more representativeof fluid-filmconditionsthan of boundary
frictionor metallic contact.
I0.I Apparatus
Many differentforms of apparatushave been used in the
study of elastohydrodynamiclubrication,and some of these have
been designedprimarilyfor measuringfilm thickness. The appa-
ratus used has been developedto accommodatethe differentgeo-
metricalforms of elastohydrodynamicallylubricatedcontacts,
namely,rectangular,elliptical,or circular. It is also vital
to considerthe kinematicsof the boundingsolids since the film
thicknessgenerateddepends on half the vectorsum of the veloc-
itiesof the two surfaces((ua + Ub)/2, the entrainingvelocity)
and the bulk of the energy dissipationdepends on the vector dif-
ferenceof these two velocities(ua - Ub, the sliding velocity).
The "sliding-entrainingratio" definedas 2(ua - Ub)/(ua + Ub)
is an importantdimensionlessvelocityratio, particularlywhen
traction is considered. Each form of apparatusis therefore
assessed in terms of the flexibilityin the geometricalform and
the kinematicconditionsof the conjunctionthat can be tested.
The resultsobtained from these variousforms of experimental
apparatushave been used extensivelyin developingdesign pro-
cedures for gears, ball and rollerbearings,cams, and tappets
and in analyzingboth the performanceand failureof such lubri-
cated machineelements.
10.1.1 Disc Machines
The lubricationof nominalline or rectangularcontacts has
generallybeen investigatedby using variousmodificationsof
the disc machinefirst used by Merritt (1935) to measure the
coefficientof friction in simulatedgear-toothcontactcondi-
tions. In Merritt'smachinetwo discs were pressedtogether
with a known force and rotatedat known speeds. The torque due
to frictionwas then measured by a dynamometer. The two discs
were selectedto representany particularcontactgeometry,and
the two shaftscarryingthe test discs were chain driven to pro-
vide variouscombinationsof slidingand rollingvelocities.
The work reportedby Merritt (1935)providedvaluabledata on
friction in simulatedgear tooth contacts. Variousmodifica-
tions of the disc machinehave made it a standardpiece of
equipmentfor examininghighly loadedrectangularcontacts.
A disadvantageof the conventionaltwo-discmachine is that
it is not particularlyconvenientfor measuringrollingfriction
near the rollingpoint. The bearingfrictioncan be very much
larger than the frictionaltractionbetween the discs under
these circumstances. In the four-discmachine shown in Figure
3
10.1 and devised by Crook (1963)these small tractionscan be
measured becausethe centraldisc is unrestrainedexcept for an
air-thrust block that provides axial location. However, the
conventional four-disc machine in which the freecentral disc is
braked can be used only for sliding speeds up to the value at
which the maximumtraction occurs. The more conventional and
versatile two-disc machine has been used over a much wider range
of sliding-entraining ratios.
10.1.2 Four-BallMachine
The four-ball machine has been one of the most widely used
forms of apparatus in lubrication studies. The test pieces are
four balls that are held in the form of a pyramid by a conform-
ing race. The upper ball is held by a collet and driven by an
electric motor through pulleys and a timing belt. The platform
holding the lower race is raised when load is applied so that
the upper ball fits centrally into the triangle formed by the
lower three balls. In some forms of the machine the three lower
balls are held stationary (sliding four-ball machine), but in
others the lower balls are allowed to roll around the race
(rolling four-ball machine) such that the upper ball is in ef-
fect the inner race of a special form of ball bearing.
As an apparatus for the detailed study of elastohydrody-
namic lubrication the four-ball machine suffers from three major
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defects. First, the kinematic conditions are inflexible and
complex. The sliding-entraining ratio 2(u a - Ub) /(u a + Ub) is
not always representative of motions within realistic lubricated
machine elements, particularly in the sliding four-ball machine,
and the conjunction is subjected to a spin component of veloc-
ity. Second, it has a low thermal capacity, which makes the
surface temperature very difficult to control. Third, because
the contact areas remain stationary on the lower balls in the
sliding four-ball machine, these surfaces could wear under more
severe conditions so as to achieve a greater degree of
conformity.
10.1.3 Two-Ball Machine
Any combination of rolling and sliding can be considered in
a general form of the two-ball machine, shown in Figure 10.2.
The two steel balls are normally mounted at the respective ends
of two vertical spindles. Both spindles can rotate at different
speeds and in the same or opposite directions as required. Con-
ditions of combined sliding, rolling, ana spin in the contact
can thus be produced, making this a more flexible apparatus for
studying lubrication of circular contacts than the conventional
four-ball machine. One of the first investigators to use the
two-ball machine was Lane (1951), who sought to simulate the
failure of gears due to scuffing.
•
The main frame of the two-ball machine consists essentially
of two parts coupled by a horizontal hinge so that the upper
part can be tilted back to provide ready access to the lower
part of the machine. Each part of the machine carries a spin-
dle, hollow at one end, into which the test pieces are secured
by means of special chucks. Whenthe two halves are closed to-
gether, the two balls are brought into contact and the load be-
tween them can be varied by means of weights.
10.1.4 Crossed-Cylinders Machine
One disadvantage of any apparatus using spheres, or balls,
is the difficulty of manufacturing the test specimens to be
exactly spherical. In some cases, however, precision balls pro-
duced for ball bearings can be used, provided that they can be
mounted satisfactorily. This particular problem can be overcome
neatly by using a crossed-cylinders configuration. Figure 10.3
shows the essential parts of the crossed-cylinders machine used
by Archard and Kirk (1961). The lower cylinder (or specimen)
rotates and also traverses slowly to and fro so that the point
of contact traces out a helical path on both specimens. Because
the two rotations and the traverse are not synchronous, all
parts of the specimens have an opportunity to be presented to
the conjunction between the rotating components.
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The lower specimenis mounted on a carriage that is moved
to and fro by a hydraulicram whose speed is continuouslyvar-
ied. At each rotationalspeedthe traversalspeed is adjusted
so that there is no overlappingof the helicaltrack traced out
by the contact area. The length of the traverse is controlled
by electricallimit switches,and an experimentcan be performed
on any selectedportion of the specimens. The rotationof the
lower specimen is effectedthrougha telescopicshaft and flex-
ible couplings. The lower specimenassembly is insulatedfrom
the body of the machineso that the electricalcapacityand
electricalresistancebetweenthe specimenscan be measured.
Electricalconnectionsto the specimensthemselvesand to ther-
mocouplesembedded in them are made by mercury contacts. The
upper specimenis mounted on an arm that is pivotedat one end
in a gimbal mounting.
10.1.5 Crossed-AxesRollingDisc Machine
A disadvantage of the crossed-cylinders machine is that the
kinematic conditions are somewhat inflexible. If the rotational
speed is large compared with the traversal speed, the sliding-
entraining ratio is always close to 2. In the crossed-axes
: rollingdisc apparatusused by Smith (1959) a range of condi-
tions is possible. In this machine, shown in Figure 10.4, the
lower specimenis rotatedand the upper specimenrolls freelyon
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it, driven by the viscous stresses transmitted through the elas-
tohydrodynamic film. A range of sliding-entraining ratios is
possible, the variation being achieved by changing the angle
between the axes of the upper and lower specimens.
10.2 Film Thickness Measurements
To achieve a satisfactory procedure for measuring film
thickness in elastohydrodynamically lubricated contacts, it is
necessary to adopt a system that can be calibrated over the
range of very small separations between the solids. Furthermore
the calibration must take account of the fact that realistic
elastohydrodynamic conjunctions are filled, fully or partially,
by a lubricant whose properties may vary considerably under the
severe physical conditions encountered between the solids. Such
calibrations can be difficult to perform in practice because of
the small film thicknesses (fractions of a micrometer, or sev-
eral microinches) encountered and the difficulty in establishing
these known film thicknesses and shapes accurately by mechanical
methods. The techniques of film thickness measurement that have





The electrical resistance measurement technique is espe-
cially useful for detecting lubricant films, but attempts have
also been made to use the principle for quantitative measure-
ments of film thickness under full and partial elastohydrody-
namic conditions. It involves measuring the electrical resis-
tance of the lubricant film and then attempting to relate this
property to film thickness. The resistance drops immediately to
near zero values as metal-to-metal contact is made at the asper-
ities, but it increases in a complex manner as separation of the
solids increases, and this makes it exceedingly difficult to
relate resistance measurements to film thickness in a satisfac-
tory manner.
Lane and Hughes (1952) appear to have been amongthe first
to study oil film formation in gears by electrical resistance
methods. The potential difference across insulated gears on a
gear testing machine was recorded on a cathode ray oscilloscope
while the gears were in motion. Although the results were ne-
cessarily qualitative because of uncertainty about the electri-
cal properties of lubricants under contact conditions, they
clearly demonstrated the existence of effective lubricating
films.
Cameron (1954) noted that the electrical characteristics of
an oil film depend on the current. At currents less than about
0.5 A the oil film resistance was found to depend on the applied
voltage, with the oil behaving almost like an ohmic resistance.
At higher currents the voltage drop across the film (i.e., the
discharge voltage) was effectively constant. The possibility of
relating resistance measurements to oil film thickness was dis-
cussed in detail by Lewicki (1955).
Furey (1961) also used this technique to detect the contact
of asperities through an elastohydrodynamic film. In his ap-
proach two resistors formed a potentiometer across the applied
voltage. The resistances were given as a ratio, and this pre-
vented large voltages from being applied between the surfaces in
contact. These resistances could be varied over a wide range
while their ratio was kept constant. A relationship between the
area of contact and both the speed and lubricant characteristics
was obtained. It is of course necessary for the two surfaces in
rolling contact to be electrically insulated, so that the only
conductivity between them arises from the oil film.
The electrical resistance technique has been used to esti-
mate the overall amount of metallic contact between rolling sur-
faces. It is therefore particularly useful in studying the role
of surface topography in the formation and behavior of elastohy-
drodynamic films. For very smooth surfaces the measured elec-
trical resistance will be almost infinite if an effective elas-
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tohydrodynamic film is generated. If additives such as sodium
petroleum sulphonate are added to the lubricating oil to reduce
its resistivity, the disadvantages of the electrical resistance
technique still persist because of the possible dependence of
resistivity on pressure and temperature. Strictly speaking this
method does not determine film thickness but simply indicates
film breakdown in the contact. Thus it cannot be relied on for :
the quantitative measurement of film thickness. It is of course
particularly sensitive to the presence of dirt particles in the
lubricant. Nevertheless it is a measurement method that has
found some application in research on the establishment of elas-
tohydrodynamic films in rolling contact.
Capacitance Measurements
In the capacitance measurement technique the capacitance of
the lubricating film between rolling contacts is measured, and
the film thickness is interpreted from these measurements. The
capacitance readings can be related to the permittivity of free
space, the dielectric constant of the lubricant, and the surface
shape and area such that an estimate can be made of the film
thickness. This technique was pioneered by Crook (1958) and
used most effectively by Dyson, et al. (1965-66) to measure film
thickness in elastohydrodynamic contacts.
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Capacitance measurement requires not only insulation of the
rolling surfaces, but also extremely well-finished surfaces.
This technique provides an integrated film thickness rather than
a local one, although good estimates can be made of central and
even minimum film thicknesses if the shape of the film is known
with reasonable accuracy. Furthermore because the dielectric
constant of the lubricant and its variation with pressure and
temperature must be determined, preliminary calibration is
needed.
The capacitance technique for measuring film thickness pro-
vided the basis for the substantial expansion of experimental
studies of elastohydrodynamic lubrication in the 1960's. In
this period a most satisfactory agreement between theory and ex-
periment for line or rectangular contacts was first achieved.
It is no exaggeration to say that capacitance techniques have
provided the basis for most successful film thickness measure-
ments in line contacts.
10.2.2 X-Ray Technique
A radically different approach to the measurement of film
thickness was adopted by Sibley, et al. (1960) when they devel-
oped their X-ray method and their precision disc machine. Fig-
ure 10.5 shows the arrangement of the apparatus. Molybdenum
X-radiation was diffracted from a lithium fluoride crystal to
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obtain a collimated monochromatic beam. The size and shape of
the beamwere controlled by adjustable tantalum slits. This
beamwas then directed along the tangent plane between two lu-
bricated rolling discs, and the emergent beamwas detected with
a Geiger counter. The measurement of the film thickness depends
on the fact that X-rays are transmitted through the lubricant
with little adsorption but are strongly adsorbed by the steel
discs. The X-ray count rate measured with the Geiger counter
corresponds to a given film thickness as a function of the lu-
bricant. Figure 10.6 shows the initial calibration graph for
the X-ray technique presented by Bell and Kannel (1970) for a
given lubricant. The graph was obtained by mechanically setting
known gaps between unloaded rolling contacts and then measuring
the X-ray count rates. As this figure shows, different lubri-
cating oils have different X-ray adsorption coefficients. The
measured X-ray count rate and the initial calibration graph
shown in Figure 10.6 enabled the elastohydrodynamic film thick-
ness to be determined.
There are two problems in using this technique. Tile first
is to ensure that the X-ray beam is sufficiently parallel and
well aligned either with the plane of the commontangent to the
undeformed discs or with the plane of the parallel lubricant
film. Consider, for example_ the following situation: A
Hertzian region 0.75 mmwide is separatedlby a parallel film
0.25 pm thick. In this situation the X-ray beam could be com-
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pletely cut off by adjusting the lower disc parallel to the beam
direction by 12.5 _m. Considerable experimental expertise is
needed in using this technique.
The second problem with the X-ray technique is that the
initial calibration has to be carried out on unloaded discs
separated by distances that are mechanically determined. Since
the lubricant properties and the lengths of the effective elas-
tohydrodynamic regions may be different under actual operating
conditions, the ability to measure film thicknesses of the order
of 0.5 _m by this technique can be questioned.
10.2.3 Optical Techniques
Interferometry
Optical interferometry, together with the capacitance me
thod mentioned earlier, is the most widely used procedure for
determining film thickness in experimental studies of.elastohy-
drodynamic lubrication. Indeed interferometry has been particu-
larly valuable in revealing the form and thickness of elastohy-
drodynamic films in nominal point or elliptical conjunctions.
Capacitance techniques have provided the vast majority of the
reliable measurements of film thickness in nominal line or rec-
tangular conjunctions.
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The apparatus used in association with the interferometry
technique described by Foord, et al. (1969-70) is shown in Fig-
ure 10.7. A specially coated glass plate was mounted on an air
bearing and driven by a highly finished ball mounted in a poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) cup. The ball was loaded against the
lower surface of the disc by an air cylinder and rotated by a
variable-speed electric motor. Oil was drip fed onto the ball
and drawn into the contact, where an elastohydrodynamic film was
generated.
The optical system used a microscope, typically with a X5
objective and a XIO eyepiece for 50 times magnification in all,
and a specially designed collimator described by Foord, et al.
(1969-70). As the oil films of interest were thin and rela-
tively low magnificationswere adequate,the criticalpoints in
achievinggood fringe qualitywere the intensitiesof the inter-
fering beams and the provisionof a vibration-freemachine to
give stationaryfringe patterns.
The first significantpublicationon the use of optical
interferometryfor measuringelastohydrodynamicfilm thickness
was by Cameronand Gohar (1966). They loadeda lubricatedrota-
ting steel ball against a stationaryplate of high-refractive-
index glass and obtained interferencepatternsthat revealedthe
now c]assicalhorseshoe-shapedconstrictionin elastohydrody-
namic film thicknessgeneratedin a circularcontact. Their use
of a slidingcontact and specialglass imposeda severe restric-
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tion on load, speed, and fringe quality. These limitations were
later reduced by using sapphire and diamond as a transparent
member, as reported by Gohar and Cameron (1966). A great im-
provement in fringe quality was obtained by Foord, et al. (1968)
who, instead of relying on differences in refractive index, used
a 20-percent-reflectivity layer of chromium. This allowed the
transparent material to be selected for its mechanical proper-
ties and enabled the experimental conditions to be extended to
pure rolling and high speeds.
A major disadvantage of optical interferometry is that it
requires one of the two bodies to be a flat transparent surface
and so, at best, it is only a simulation of actual bearing situ-
ations. It is desirable to have adequate simulation of both the
conjunction geometry and the properties of the materials.
The refractive index of the transparent disc and the oil
must be determined. Furthermore the surface finish of the me-
tallic ball should be extremely fine (<0.025 _m (1 _in.) Ra).
Otherwise an inferior interference pattern is produced. This
poses problems in studies of low-film-thickness regimes, where
asperity geometry is significant. These various effects tend to
cause differences between the experimental situation and the
actual conditions observed in bearings. Nevertheless, optical
interferometry is of immense value in research on fundamental
aspects of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, and the technique has
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been used effectivelyto extend our understandingof the
phenomenon.
A new procedurebased on measurementsof intensitychanges
in optical interferometry,which was developedinitiallyfor
dealingwith rough surfaces(Swingler,1980),appearsto offer
considerablescope for the enhancementof film thickness
measurementsin elastohydrodynamiconjunctions.
Laser-BeamDiffractionTechnique
Willis,et al. (1975) have developeda techniqueto measure
film thicknessby laser-beamdiffraction. Their approachis
based on the fact that a beam of light passingthrougha small
gap is diffracted. The diffractionpatternsobtained are a ser-
ies of light and dark bands. For dry gaps and a monochromatic
coherent light source,such as a laser beam, it can be silown
that a simplerelationshipexists betweengap thickness,the
spacingbetween fringes in the resultingdiffractionpattern,
the distancebetweenthe gap and the screen displayingthe dif-
fractionpattern,and the wavelengthof light from the laser.
However,when lubricantis present in the gap, the resulting
diffractionpatternbecomesdistortedby the oil film in the
gap. From experimentsconductedby Willis, et al. (1975)an
empiricalrelationshipwas obtainedbetweenthe actual fluid-
film thicknessand the film thicknesscalculatedby diffraction
17
theory. Additionalpropertiesof the lubricantsuch as density,
viscosity,and refractiveindexwere also taken into account.
Interpretingdiffractionpatternsassociatedwith fluid-
film thicknessesof less than 7.62 _m becomesvery difficult
when using a relativelylow power (1 mW) helium-neonlaser.
Diffractionpattern bandwidthis inverselyproportionalto film
thickness,and for very large bandwidthsor thin films the light
intensityof the diffractionpattern is very much diluted. With
presentequipmentthis lower limit of film thicknessmeasurement
representsa seriousdisadvantagefor this approachto the study
of elastohydrodynamicfilms. This techniquemay, however,be of





Meyer and Wilson (1971) have used a preloadedbearing and a
straingauge to measure elastohydrodynamicfilm thicknessand
wear in a ball bearing. This techniqueinvolvesthe mounting of
a strain gauge on the outer ring of a bearingand measurementof
the change in strain as the ball rolls aroundthe race. The
strain at any point on the outer race is the result of race
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bending and axial tension. Whenthe ball is directly under the
strain gauge, the maximumtensile strain occurs; and when the
ball is displaced by 360°/2n from the gauge, where n is the
number of balls, the minimum tensile strain occurs. The differ-
ence between maximumand minimum strain can be used to calculate
the ball load, that is, the load imposed on each ball in a radial
direction by the races. A theoretical curve is obtained that
gives the relationship between the diametral clearance and the
ball load. From Chapter2 the diametralclearanceis given as
Pd ffi do _ di _ 2d (2.2}
The ball load is based on thin-ring bending theory, which as-
sumes that the outer-ring radius is much larger than its thick-
ness, and on Hertzian contact theory. If a low-viscosity lubri-
cant is used and very slow speeds, such that the formation of
effective lubricating films is prevented, the ball load and thus
the initial diametral interference are obtained from the mea-
sured strain. At the desired speed and with the normal lubri-
cant, elastohydrodynamic films are formed and the effective ball
load and the effective diametral clearance can be determined
again from the measured strain. The difference between the ef-
fective diametral clearance in the running bearing and the ini-
tial diametral clearance can be used to interpret the film
thickness in an actual bearing.
This technique has promise for applications in rolling el-
liptical contacts because it gives a measurement of dynamic
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elastohydrodynamically lubricated film thickness under operating
conditions. A most important feature of the technique is that,
unlike other procedures, it does not rely on a simulation of
bearing operation.
Spring Dynamometer Method
Johnson and Roberts (1974) have used a spring dynamometer
to study the variation of film thickness with load in elastohy-
drodynamically lubricated contacts. This technique uses changes
in the dynamometer spring compression as a measure of the film
thickness. The spring dynamometer is used to measure the com-
pressive load between two concentric, counterrotating flat
plates nipped together and having equally spaced steel balls
rolling between them. The plates are mounted on a central
spindle through angular-contact ball bearings. A precision dial
gauge is used to measure changes in displacement due to varia-
tion in the spring compression. As the plates rotate, an elas-
tohydrodynamic film is developed between the plates and the
rolling balls. This gives a relative displacement between the
plates, which is detected as a change in load and an associated
change in spring compression at the dynamometer.
The measured film thickness represents only the average
film thickness in the conjunction. Inaccuracies in film thick-
ness measurements with this technique are significant because it
2O
is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to record variations
in displacements of fractions of a micrometer, or a few micro-
inches, under dynamic conditions by using mechanical components.
10.3 Comparison Between Theoretical and Experimental Film
Thickness
Now that film thickness predictions have been developed
theoretically in Chapters 8 and 9 and the various experimental
techniques adopted for measuring film thickness have been de-
scribed in the last section, the present discussion is primarily
concerned with a comparison of predicted and measured film
thicknesses.
The minimum- and central-film-thickness equations developed
in Chapter 8 for fully flooded conjunctions are not only useful
for design purposes, but they also provide a convenient means of
assessing the influence of various parameters on the elastohy-
drodynamic film thickness. For the purpose of comparing theore-
tical film thicknesses with those found in actual elastohydrody-
namic contacts, Table 10.1 was obtained from Kunz and Winer
(1977). The experimental apparatus consisted of a steel ball
rolling and sliding on a sapphire plate; this generated a circu-
lar conjunction, or an ellipticity parameter of unity. Measure-
ments were made by using the technique of optical interferometry
described earlier in this chapter. Table 10.1 shows the results
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of both calculations and measurements for three lubricants in
pure sliding, each under two different loads and three speeds.
The notation Hmin and Hc is used to denote the dimen-
sionless film thickness calculated from equations (8.23) and
(8.41), respectively. The measured minimum and central film
thicknesses obtained from Kunz and Winer (1977) are denoted by
Hmin and Hc. Figures 10.8 and 10.9 show comparisons be-
tween the calculated and measured film thicknesses for the two
loads noted in Table 10.1.
For the smaller load (W = 0o1238x10-6) the results shown
in Figure 10.8 compare remarkably well if we bear in mind the
difficulties associated with the experimental determination of
such small quantities under arduous conditions and the error
associated with the complex numerical evaluations of elastohy-
drodynamic conjunctions. The ratios between the central and
minimum film thicknesses are similar for the calculations and
the measurements, and the dependence of film thickness on speed
_hus appears to be well represented by equations (8.23) and
(8.41).
For the larger load (W = 0.9287x10 -6) the agreement shown
in Figure 10.9 is not quite so good, with the theoretical pre-
dictions of film thickneFs being consistently larger than the
measured values. This discrepancy is sometimes attributed to
viscous heating, as discussed by Greenwood and Kauzlarich
(1973), or to non-Newtonian behavior, as discussed by Moore
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(1973). Viscousheatingappearsto enjoy the most supportas a
concept to accountfor the discrepancy. Since the measurements
were made in a conditionof pure sliding,thermaleffectsmight
well be significant,particularlyat the larger load. The value
of viscosityused in the calculationsreportedin Table 10.1 was
that correspondingto the temperatureof the lubricantbath. If
thermaleffectsbecome important,the isothermalassumptionused
in derivingequations(8.23) and (8.41) is violated. But,
although the value of the viscosityused in these expressionsis
necessarilysomewhatarbitrary,there is evidencefrom previous
studiesof line or rectangularelastohydrodynamiconjunctions
that the film thicknessis determinedby the effectiveviscosity
in the inlet region. If this viscosityis known with reasonable
accuracy,the predictedfilm thicknessesare quite reliable. In
addition,at the more severeconditionsimposedby the larger
load, the lubricantmay no longerbehave as a Newtonianliquid.
This would violatethe assumptionsused in derivingequations
(8.23) and (8.41).
The resultsof Kunz and Winer (1977) presentedin Table
10.1 and Figures 10.8 and 10.9 suggestthat at large loads there
is a more rapid change in lubricantfilm thicknessthan would be
predictedby isothermalelastohydrodynamictheoryfor elliptical
conjunctionsas representedby equations(8.23) and (8.41).
This view is supportedby the experimentalresultsbased on the
X-ray techniquereportedby Parker and Kannel (1971) and the
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results of optical interferometry presented by Lee, et al.
(1973). This observation, however, contradicts the results of
Johnson and Roberts (1974), who used the spring dynamometer
method described in the last section to estimate elastohydrody-
namic film thickness. Johnson and Roberts found that in spite
of the approximate nature of their method, the results indicated
quite strongly that the elastohydrodynamic film thickness as
predicted by equations (B.23) and (8.41) was maintained up to
the highest contact pressures that are practical with ball bear-
ing steels. Their results support the more precise measurements
of Gentle and Cameron (1973) and extend the range of operating
conditions to higher rolling speeds. The discrepancy between
these investigations in regard to the influence of load on
elastohydrodynamic film thickness has yet to be explained.
Another comparison between experimental findings and theo-
retical predictions can be based on the experimental results
provided by Dalmaz and Godet (1978). They measured film thick-
ness optically in a pure-sliding, circular-contact apparatus for
different fire-resistant fluids. An example of the good corre-
lation between the theoretical predictions based on the equa-
tions developed in Chapter 8 and these experimental results is
shown in Figure 10.10. The agreement between the theoretical
predictions ana the experimentally determined variation of cen-
tral film thickness with speed for mineral oil and water-glycol
lubricants of similar viscosity is most encouraging. The ellip-
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ticity parameter was unity and the applied load was 2.6 N for
these experiments. Figure 10.10 also shows that for waterglycol
the film thickness generated was barely one-third of that devel-
oped for mineral oil of similar viscosity. This drastic reduc-
tion in film thickness is attributed to the pressure viscosity
coefficient of water-glycol, which is only about one-fifth that
of mineral oil.
Two further and important comparisons between the theoreti-
cal film thickness equations developed in this text and experi-
mental measurements of film thickness in elliptical elastohydro-
dynamic conjunctions were presented in the summerof 1980. In
the first of these Koye and Winer (1980) presented experimental
values of film thickness for ellipticity ratios ranging from 3.7
to 0.117, and Swingler (1980) provided remarkably consistent
experimental results based on a new approach to optical
interferometry.
Koye and Winer (1980) used optical interferometry to pro-
vide minimum film thicknesses between a steel crowned roller and
a flat sapphire disc. The seven crowned rollers used in the
experiments were machined from A-2 tool steel, hardened to a
Rockwellhardnessof Rc 60 and then sandedand polishedto a
surface roughness of less than 0.13 _m. The radius of the crown
was determinedby loadingthe disc againstthe sapphiredisc,
measuringthe ellipticityratio,and then deducingthe value of
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Ry from equation (3.28). The average value of rx was
15.6 mmand the crown radii r varied from 116.2 to 0.56 mm.Y
The sapphire disc, which was optically flat to within an
eighth of a wavelength of light, had a diameter of 88.9 mm, a
thickness of 3.2 mmand a surface roughness of 0.00635 _m. The
disc was coated with Inconel to give a partially reflective
surface.
The lubricant was a naphthenic base mineral oil with a coef-
ficient of viscosity of 0.093 N s/m2 and a pressure-viscosity
coefficient of 31.9 m2/GN at 40° C. The pressure-viscosity
properties of the lubricant and the effective elasticity of the
crowned rollers and the sapphire disc yielded an average value
of the dimensionless materials parameter G of 10,451. The
dimensionless speeas U and loads W were varied by changing
the rolling velocities and the applied loads such that
2.14xi0 -II < U < 8.90xi0 -II
0.038xi0 -6 < W < 5.32xi0 -6
Some63 film thickness measurements were attempted by means
of optical interferometry, and 57 acceptable results were ob-
tained. A statistical analysis of the results showed that the
experimental values of minimum film thickness were about 23 per-
cent greater than the corresponding predictions of the Hamrock
and Dowson equation (8.23) for values of k > i. The ratio of
the experimental to theoretical minimum film thicknesses tended
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to increase when k was less than unity, but the average value
of the ratio over the full range of results was about 1.3. The
mean difference between measured and predicted film thickness
was only 0.17 _m, with the mean of the measured film thickness
being 0.667 _m. Koye and Winer (1980) found that their results
suggested that both dimensionless speed U and. load W had a
slightly more dominant influence on minimum film thickness than
the theory indicated.
A summary of the results, in which the experimental dimen-
sionless minimum film thicknesses are plotted against the
theoretical predictions, is shown in Figure 10.11.
There are three significant features of the findings of
this important experimental investigation:
(1) The theoretical minimum-film-thickness equation (8.23)
tends to underestimate the actual minimum film thickness.
(2) The experimental findings suggest that the theoretical
minimum-film-thickness formula (8.23) is just as valid for el-
lipticity ratios less than unity as it is for values of the ra-
tio greater than unity.
The first conclusion appears to contradict the earlier find-
ings of Kunz and Winer (1977), although it has to be said that
the overall agreement between theory and experiment in this dif-
ficult field is encouraging. If the finding that the minimum-
film-thickness formula tends to underestimate the actual film
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thickness is confirmed, the theoretical predictions will at
least possess the merit of being conservative.
Perhaps the most remarkable and valuable feature of this
study is that it has confirmed the utility of the minimum-film-
thickness formula at values of k considerably less than
unity. This is well outside the range of ellipiticity ratios
considered by Hamrock and Dowson in their numerical solutions to
the elastohydrodynamic problem, and it engenders confidence in
the application of the film thickness equation to machine ele-
ments that normally produce a long, elliptical contact in the
direction of motion. This field of applications includes the
roller-flange conjunction in axially loaded roller bearings,
Novikov gear contacts, and certain situations involving micro-
elastohydrodynamic action on surface asperities.
Swingler (1980) developed a most interesting alternative
optical technique for the measurement of elastohydrodynamic film
thickness by taking advantage of an inherent weakness of optical
interferometry involving rough surfaces. The contrast, or dif-
ference between the maximums and minimums of the intensity trace,
gives a measure of the surface topography within the contact.
If the intensity is continuously monitored, the intensity turn-
ing points also give an objective measure of film thickness,
with the interval between consecutive turning points being _/4n,
where _ is the wavelength of light and n is the refractive
index of the medium. Although the technique was primarily de-
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veloped to monitor topographical changes in elastohydrodynamic
contacts, it also provides an accurate measure of film thick-
ness. This has now been achieved by Swingler in Professor
Cameron's lubrication laboratory at Imperial College, London.
The change in film thickness was achieved by changing the
rolling speed and the interval between successive turning points
on a trace of intensity as a function of time corresponding to a
change in film thickness of _/4n. A particular advantage of
this procedure is that the film thickness changes can be inden-
tified accurately and without the problems of interpretation
associated with the monitoring of fringes in conventional opti-
cal interferometry.
A four-disc machine in which load was applied
hydrostatically was used for the experimental investigation,
with the outer disc being made of steel and the inner disc of
sapphire. The EN 30B steel discs had a nominal radius of
25.4 mm, a Vickers hardness of 330, a Poisson's ratio of 0.3,
and a modulus of elasticity of 207 GN/m2.
The sapphire disc was made from a single crystal and had a
nominal radius of 12.7 mm, a refractive index of 1.765, a
Poisson's ratio of 0.265, and a modulus of elasticity of 432
GN/m2. Two paraffinic mineral oils with coefficients of vis-
cosity of 0.0792 N s/m2 at 37.8 o C (0.79 poise at 100° F)
and pressure-viscosity coefficients _ given by the following
expression were used in the experiments:
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= (2.710- 0.0111Tm)Xl0"8 m2/
where Tm is the temperature in degrees C.
The refractive index n* of the lubricants was 1.4876 at
20o C, and the relationship between n* and the temperature
Tm in degrees Celsius was written as
n* = 1.495(1- 0.000235 Tm)
In the pure rolling experiments the discs were accelerated
from zero to a maximumsurface speed of about 2 m/s in a period
of 30 s and then decelerated until the speed returned to zero in
a similar time. The contact condition at zero speed provided a
sound datum for film thickness measurements.
The variation of measured central film thickness with the
dimensionless speed U is compared with the predictions of the
Hamrock and Dowson equation (8.41) in Figure 10.12. Loads cor-
responding to peak Hertzian pressures of 1.43 and 1.89 GN/m2
were employed, and the ellipticity ratio was close to 20. These
contact pressures are quite severe and certainly representative
of the practical conditions encountered within rolling-element
bearings.
The consistency of the experimental readings during both
accelerating and decelerating conditions is quite remarkable.
Furthermore the agreement between the experimental values and
the predictions of equation (8.41) is excellent at a peak con-
tact pressure of 1.43 GN/m2, and the theoretical predictions
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exceed the experimental values by only 10 percent at the higher
peak contact pressure of 1.89 GN/m2.
It appears that measurements of intensity changes in opti-
cal interferometry offer a new and remarkable system for the
measurement of elastohydrodynamic film thickness. Furthermore
the close agreement between theory and experiment offers consid-
erable support for the validity of equation (8.41). It is par-
ticularly important to note that the values of peak contact
pressures considered in these experiments far exceed those adop-
ted in the numerical solutions on which equation (8.41) is based.
The indications from the experimental studies of Koye and
Winer (1980) and Swingler (1980) that the film thickness equa-
tions developed in this text can be applied in situations where
the ellipticity ratio and peak Hertzian contact stresses fall
well outside the original range of parameters considered in the
numerical work is particularly important.
Various theoretical predictions are compared with the ex-
perimental results of Archard and Kirk (1964) in Figure 10.13.
These results are presented in a form that indicates the influ-
ence of side leakage on film thickness in elliptical contacts
by plotting a film reduction factor Hmin/Hmin, r against the
effective radius ratio Rx/Ry. The factor Hmin/Hmin, r is de-
fined as the ratio of the minimum film thickness achieved in an
elliptical contact to that achieved in a rectangular contact
formed between two cylinders in nominal line contact. The theo-
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retical results of Archard and Cowking (1965-66), Cheng (1970),
and Hamrock and Dowson (1977a), along with the theoretical solu-
tion for rigid solids by Kapitza (1955), are presented in this
figure. Archard and Cowking (1965-66) adopted a theoretical
i
approach for elliptical contacts similar to that used by Grubin
(1949) for a rectangular-contact condition. The Hertzian con-
tact zone is assumed to form a parallel film region, and the
generation of high pressure in the approach to the Hertzian zone
is considered.
Cheng (1970) solved the coupled system of equations sepa-
rately by first calculating the deformations from the Hertzian
equations. He then applied the Reynolds equation to this geom-
etry. He did not consider a change in the lubricant density and
assumed an exponential law for the viscosity change due to pres-
sure. Hamrock and Dowson (1977a) developed a procedure for the
numerical solution of the complete isothermal elastohydrodynamic
lubrication problem for elliptical contacts, which is also
presented in Chapter 7.
For 0.i < Rx/Ry < I the Archard and Cowking (1965-66)
and Hamrock and Dowson (1977a) predictions are in close agree-
ment and both overestimate the reduction in film thickness
evident in the experimental results of Archard and Kirk (1964).
For i < Rx /Ry < i0 the Hamrock and Dowson (1977a) predic-
tions of film thickness exceed and gradually diverge from those
of Archard and Cowking (1965-66). They are also in better
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agreement with the experimental results of Archard and Kirk
(1964). Cheng's (1970) theoretical predictions are optimistic
and differ significantly from the experimental data. Kapitza's
(1955) rigid-contact _theory is also optimistic about tile reduc-
tion in film thickness compared with the experimental results,
but it is in somewhat closer agreement with experiment than the
Cheng (1970) results. These comparisons between theory and
experiment offer reasonable grounds for confidence in the
predictions of the complete three-dimensional elastohydrodynamic
lubrication theory for elliptical contacts presented in
Chapter 7.
Attention has been focused on the minimum and central film
thicknesses in the conjunction, but there is also some interest
in the film thickness throughout the conjunction. Whenthe
amount of lubricant in the inlet region is limited, the contact
may suffer from the effects of lubricant starvation. The appli-
cation of optical interferometry provides such details, and an
example of the interference pattern for a starved conjunction,
which was kindly supplied by Sanborn from the work he reported
in 1969, is shown in Figure 10.14. This technique produces in-
formation of great clarity and beauty. The shapes of the lubri-
cated conjunction in a starved condition revealed Dy the ex-
perimental result shown in Figure 10.14 compare quite well in




The pressure distribution within small elastohydrodynamic
conjunctions has been revealed in a series of carefully conduc-
ted experiments involving the use of fine strips of manganin
deposited on the insulated surfaces of discs in a disc machine.
Manganin is an alloy of copper, nickel, and manganese whose re-
sistance is influenced by pressure. Hence changes in electrical
resistance can be interpreted as changes in pressure. The tech-
nique was developed by Kannel, et al. (1964), extended by Cheng
and Orcutt (1965-66), and used to reveal the presence of attenu-
ated pressure spikes in an impressive study by Hamilton and
Moore (1971).
Theoretical and experimental pressure distributions are
compared for a range of speeds at a constant load in Figure
10.15 and for a range of loads at a constant speed in Figure
10.16, as recorded by Hamilton and Moore (1971). A rectangular
contact was assumed, and a theoretical procedure simulating that
used by Dowson and Higginson (1959) provided the theoretical
solutions shown in these figures. The theoretical results are
represented by the chain-dotted line, the experimental results
by the solid line, and the Hertzian pressure distribution by the
dashed line. In both figures the results are presented with
pressure in giganewtons per square millimeter.
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In Figure 10.15 the theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions are shown for speeds of 5.18, 2.69, and 1.3 m/s at
a constant load per unit length of 100.3 kN/m. There is a broad
level of agreement between the theoretical and experimental re-
sults, with the pressure peaks occurring essentially in the pre-
dicted position and moving forward toward the inlet in the ex-
pected manner (also see Figure 8.6) as the speed increases. The
main discrepancy concerns the height of the pressure spike. The
height of the experimental pressure spike hardly changes with
speed and remains at all times considerably below the theoreti-
cal value.
Figure 10.16 shows the theoretical and experimental pres-
sure distributions for loads per unit length of 100.3, 54.2, and
31.1 kN/m, at a constant speed of 1.3 m/s. Variations in load
have a much greater effect on the shape of the pressure distri-
bution than does the variation in speed shown in Figure 10.15.
Again, the general agreement between the results is good, the
main discrepancy being in the height of the pressure spike. At
the lowest load, where a spike is not predicted theoretically,
the agreement is extremely good. The main conclusion to be
drawn from the experimental results of Hamilton and Moore (1971)
is that although there is indeed a pressure spike in the outlet




Temperature within, or adjacent to, elastohydrodynamic con-
tacts has been recorded by embedded and trailing thermocouples
and by thin films of platinum (Cheng and Orcutt, 1966) and nic-
kel (Hamilton and Moore, 1971) on a glass disc. Although the
probes were small, they accounted for 8 to 10 percent of the
film thickness under typical operating conditions. The condi-
tions were limited in severity because of the glass surface and
the fragile nature of the gauges.
A noncontacting technique based on infrared measurements
was developed by Turchina, et al. (1974) and further developed
by Ausherman, et al. (1976) and Nagaraj, et al. (1977). It has
the advantages that it does not interfere in any way with the
operation of the elastohydrodynamic conjunction and that it can
be used under conditions of contact severity comparable to those
encountered in real engineering applications. The test appara-
tus used by these authors is shown diagrammatically in Figure
10.17. The sliding elastohydrodynamic conjunction was formed by
using a 31.8-mm-diameter rotating chromium steel (52100) ball
loaded against a sapphire flat. The infrared radiation emitted
from the conjunction was measured with a radiometric detector
having a spot size resolution of 38 _m. A temperature-
controlled lubricant supply system was used to provide the
conjunction with fluid at constant temperature. With this
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technique each filter permits a specific bandwidth of infrared
radiation to pass on to the detector. One filter covers a
bandwidth in which the fluid is transparent, does not emit, and
allows the ball temperature to be determined. The second filter
covers the carbon-hydrogen emission band of the test lubricant
and, after calibration of the system to include the effects of
temperature and lubricant film thickness on emissivity, permits
the reliable determination of the oil film temperature.
Ausherman, et al. (1976) used this technique to generate the
contours shown in Figures 10.18 and 10.19 for the ball surface
Tb and average lubricant temperatures Tf, respectively.
The ball surface temperature is shown in Figure 10.18 as a
function of location in the elastohydrodynamic conjunction for a
sliding speed of 1.4 m/s and a load of 67 N, which give a peak
stress of 1.05 GN/m2. Because of symmetry in the contact,
only one-half of the map is shown. Isotherms are shown in
increments of 10 degrees Celsius along with the boundary of the
Hertzian contact zone. For a reservoir temperature of 400 C,
the ball temperature increases to a maximumof 1170 C at a
point on the line of symmetry downstream of the conjunction
center.
A similar map for the lubricant temperature under the same
operating conditions is shown in Figure 10.19. However, in this
case the lubricant was heated to over 120° C before it entered
the contact zone. Unlike the well-behaved distribution of ball
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temperature shown in Figure 10.18, the fluid temperature shown
in Figure 10.19 varies dramatically, indicating the presence of
local "hot" spots. Although one of these locations was near the
point of maximumball surface temperature, extreme temperatures
were also found at the sides of the contact near the film con-
striction. The film thickness at this point was approximately
0.05 _m.
The revelation of such large temperatures within such a
small conjunction by the direct use of infrared techniques con-
tributed greatly to the understanding of the phenomenonof elas-
tohydrodynamic lubrication in sliding contacts.
Up to the middle of this century the major problem in rela-
tion to the lubrication of highly stressed machine elements such
as gears and ball bearings had been to understand how a coherent
film of lubricant could be developed under such arduous condi-
tions. However, by the end of the 1960's, when the beautiful
feat of nature known as elastohydrodynamic lubrication had been
revealed to scientists and engineers, it was difficult to see
how lubricant films, once formed, could ever fail. The situa-
tion revealed by infrared techniques showed that the temperature
required for chemical reactions and lubricant deterioration
could, in fact, occur in the complex situation within elastohy-
drodynamic films.
Figures 10.20 and 10.21 are also drawn from results ob-
tained by Ausherman, et al. (1976). Figure 10.20 shows that,
for Hertzian stress levels of 0.52 to 2.0 GN/m2, the logarithm
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of ball surface temperature varies linearly with the logarithm
of speed. In some cases, however, there is a particular sliding
speed where the slope of the line changes significantly. Note
that the most significant change in slope occurs for the higher
pressure cases, where the film thickness is relatively small.
The parameter A was defined in equation (3.114) as the ratio
of film thickness to composite surface roughness. The value of
A is greater than 2 for all speeds and stress levels shown in
Figure 10.20 except for the 2.0 GN/m2 stress case, where
i < A < 2. The change in temperature rise with sliding speed
might then be explained by a transition from significant
asperity interaction at the lower speeds to little interaction
at the higher speeds.
Figure 10.21, also from Ausherman, et al. (1976), shows the
surface temperature rise above ambient at the center of the
contact plotted as a function of the maximumHertzian pressure
for three different sliding speeds. In all three cases the ra-
tio of film thickness to composite surface roughness was greater
than unity. It is clear that the ball surface temperature is
strongly influenced by the Hertzian contact pressure.
Nagaraj, et al. (1977) used the infrared technique dis-
cussed earlier in this section and found the ball surface tem-
perature rise AT, defined as the ball surface temperature minus
the bulk oil temperature, at the center of the elastohydrody-
namic contact to be a function of the peak Hertzian pressure
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Pmax and the sliding velocity v, or AT = f(PmaxV). The
relationship between ball surface temperature rise and speed
exhibits two distinct characteristics determined by speed. At
low speeds the temperature rises more quickly with sliding speed
than at high speeds, with the transition velocity v* being a
function of the Hertzian pressure. The magnitude of v* can be
described by
v* 1.564 -3.22
= Pmax (I0.i) '
The following results of Nagaraj, et al. (1977) were obtained
after a multiple regression analysis of the experimental data:
For v < v AT = 46.99 p2"O2vO'53 (I0._)max
For v _>v AT : 53.52 Pmax1"34v0"34 (10.3)
It is clear from these relationships that the ball surface tem-
perature is a much stronger function of contact pressure than of
sliding velocity.
Except for the present section it has been assumed through-
out this text that the lubricant properties are those at the
lubricant temperature in the inlet zone and that the system is
isothermal. The in'let Zone lUbricant temperature can be, and
frequently is, higher than the bulk lubricant temperature. This
increase in lubricant temperature in the inlet zone is mainly
attributable to viscous shearing, often accomplished by reverse
flow. The viscous heating affects the film thickness and be-
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comes important as the surface speeds increase and can, with
some assumptions, be analyzed. One approach to estimating the
thermal film reduction resulting from viscous heating has been
proposed by Cheng (1967). Cheng gives a thermal reduction fac-
tor _T that can be multiplied by the isothermal film thick-
ness presented in Chapters 8 and 9 to give a better estimate of
the actual film thickness (h* = h_T). The thermal correction
factor is a weak function of t_e load and materials parameters.
As a first approximation Figure 10.22 can be used to determine
the correction factor for line or rectangular contacts. In Fig-
ure 10.22 the thermal loading parameter Qm is defined as
_0u26 *
Qm - kf (10.4)
where
nO : lubricant viscosity at atmospheric pressure and the inlet
surface temperature, N s/m2
u = the average surface velocity, (ua + Ub)/2 , m/s
a* = lubricant viscosity temperature coefficient, C-_
kf = lubricant thermal conductivity, N/s K
A, i,]et I_eating analysis does not exist at present for
elliptical contacts but Figure 10.22 can be used to give some




The lubricant in an elastohydrodynamic conjunction experi-
ences rapid and very large pressure variations, a short transit
time, possibly large temperature changes, and (particularly in
sliding contacts) high shear rates. The great severity of these
conditions has caused the normal assumption of Newtonian behav-
ior adopted in the analysis to be questioned. The assumption
appears to be acceptable as far as film thickness prediction is
concerned, as demonstratedby the agreement between theory and
experiment presented earlier in this chapter. However, it may
be unrealistic when details of the pressure and temperature dis-
tribution are considered and is certainly inadequate when trac-
tion has to be considered.
The determination of the traction in elastohydrodynamic
contacts is of primary importance in understanding many lubrica-
ted mechanisms. Traction is defined as the force generated in
the contact that resists relative motion of the bearing sur-
faces. This is directly related to the power loss in such me-
chanical components as gears, cams, and rolling-element bear-
ings. Traction is thus important in relation to energy losses
and thermal effects in bearings and gears and vital to the func-
tioning of a number of variable-speed drives. Traction studies
are also motivated by the need to predict the onset of sliding
in rolling-element bearings.
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Studies of the shear properties of a lubricant during short
periods of time (-10 -3 s) when it is passing through a high-
pressure (-109 Pa) contact have usually been carried out on a
disc machine in which the discs rotate with peripheral speeds
ua and ub. The discs are pressed together by a normal
force F, which flattens the discs elastically in their contact
zone according to Hertzian theory. The mean rolling speed or
entraining velocity u : (u a + Ub)/2 draws lubricant into the
nip between the discs and generates an oil film of approximately
uniform film thickness h. The sliding speed Au : ua - ub
shears this fluid and gives rise to a tangential (traction)
force _. In a typical experiment the load and rolling speed
and hence the pressure and film thickness are kept constant.
The variation of traction force with increasing sliding speed is
measured. This gives rise to the familiar "traction curve"
shown in Figure 10.23, which was obtained by Johnson and Cameron
(1967).
Since the surface area A of the film and its thickness
remain essentially constant for each experiment, the traction
curve shows the variation of mean shear stress in the film
= _/_ with shear rate y : au/h. In general the curves dis-
play three regions: (I) a linearregion in which T is propor-
tional to _ as for a Newtonianfluid; (2) a nonlinear,shear-
thinningregion; and (3) at high pressuresand high shear rates
a regionwhere the stressfalls with increasingshear rate.
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From Figure 10.23 we see that pressure is a dominant parameter.
At high pressure the linear region is restricted to extremely
low sliding speeds, and traction is dominated by the nonlinear
behavior of the lubricant. It also appears that the initial
linear region of the traction curve might owe as much to the
elastic properties of the lubricant as it does to its viscous
properties.
Various hypotheses have been advanced to account for the
nonlinear region in Figure 10.23. A good review of the subject
was presented by Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977). From this re-
view and recent developments the variaous hypotheses used to
account for the nonlinear region of the traction curve can be
summarized as follows:
(i) Following the analysis of Fromm (1948), Dyson (1970)
suggested that the nonlinear part of the traction curve arises
from the fact that a viscoelastic material whose constitutive
equation is intrinsically linear exhibits an apparent decrease
in viscosity in steady, continuous shear when the strains become
large.
(2) An alternative explanation is that at high pressures
the relationship between stress and strain rate for the fluid is
nonlinear. Such a model of fluid behavior was examined by Bell,
et al. (1964); by Hirst and Moore (1974), who used a "sinh" re-
lationship between strain rate and stress; and by Trachman and
Cheng (1972), who used a hyperbolic relationship.
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(3) The fact that the mean shear stress in an elastohydro-
dynamically lubricated film reaches a maximumvalue that rarely
exceeds 10 percent of the mean pressure in the film led Smith
(1962) to propose that the film was shearing as a plastic solid
rather than as a viscous liquid. This view found support in the
work of Plint (1967) and Johnson and Cameron (1967).
(4) Attention was drawn to a further complication in the
process by Fein (1968) and developed by Harrison and Trachman
(1972). They suggested that the fluid, in its brief passage
through the contact, would not have time to respond completely
to the high imposed pressure. Thus the values of density, vis-
cosity, and shear modulus in the film must be lower than the
equilibrium values under a steadily sustained pressure.
(5) Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) used a simple, nonlinear
constitutive equation for elastohydrodynamic films that appears
to account in a broad way for the observed shear behavior and
reconciles some of the apparently conflicting hypotheses. The
equation that they proposed is capable of describing linear
elastic or linear viscous, nonlinear viscous, and (in the limit)
elastic-plastic behavior.
(6) Another nonlinear viscous and plastic model was
introduced recently by 6air and Winer (1979). In many respects
the Bair and Winer model _s similar to the Johnson and
Tevaarwerk (1977) model except that the rheological constants in
the former model were obtained from tests that were totally
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independentof any data from the elastohydrodynamiclubricated
contact itself.
The Johnson and Tevaarwerk(1971)moael is expresse_as
= -. _ sinh (I0.5)
G* dt _e_ \_0/
where
-i
=tota| strain rate, s
Ye = elasticstrain rate, s-1
-1
Yv = viscousstrain rate, s
= shear stress, N/m2 ?
G* = f|uid shear moau]us,N/m2
_e = equivalentstress,N/mZ
TO = representativestress,a measureof the stress about
which the fluid becomesappreciab|ynon|inear,N/m2
n = lubricantviscosity,N s/m2
For normal operatingconditionsthis equationhas three fluid
T0parameters- G*, n, and - each of which can be determined
from tractioncurves. In order to integrateequation (10.5)to
find the shear stress,it is necessaryto know the variationsof
the fluid properties n, G*, and T0 throughoutthe film.
These parametersaepena on temperatureand pressure and possibly
on the rate of pressureapplication. Johnsonand Tevaarwerk
(1977)chose to allow the parameters n, G*, and _0 to be
uniform throughoutthe film and to adopt valuesdependingon the
averagepressureand temperaturein the film and on the average
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time for the oil to pass through the contact. With this approx-
imation it is a straightforward matter to integrate equation
(10.5) to obtain the theoretical isothermal curves shown in Fig-
ure 10.24. A circular contact area (k : I) of radius a was
considered. The shape of the traction curve is a function of
the Deborah number De = nU/G*a, which is the ratio of the fluid
relaxation time n/G* to the time of fluid passage through the
contact zone a/U.
For small Deborah numbers, associated with low-viscosity
fluids and low pressures, elastic effects are negligible and the
traction curve follows the viscous sinh law-being linear (New-
tonian) at small strain rates and becoming increasingly non-
linear at high strain rates.
At medium to large Deborah numbers, brought about by a
highly pressure-sensitive fluid or by high contact pressures,
the response at small strain rates is linear and elastic. With
the particular nondimensional variables plotted in Figure 10.24
the elastic response follows a single line for all values of
De and is given by
= BC*_a : 8C*a _u
:a2_0 3_j_0 3m/_0 (10.6)
This is the elastic region revealed by the experiments of
Johnson and Roberts (1974). From equation (10.6) the traction
force can be written as
: 8G*a3 _U (10.7)3Uh
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It can be seen from Figure 10.4 that, for high Deborah num-
bers at small strain rates, the behavior is linear and elastic
and that a rapid transition leads to a very "flat" curve at high
strain rates. This shape strongly suggests that the lubricant
is behaving like an elastic-plastic solid. Thus the Johnson and
Tevaarwerk (1977) constitutive law equation (10.5) predicts
traction curves (Figure 10.24) that reflect the observed be-
havior of elastohydrodynamic conjunctions subjected to shear
over a complete range of conditions. Depending on the Deborah
number and the stress level the shear behavior may be linear
viscous (Newtonian), nonlinear viscous, linear elastic, or
elastic-plastic.
The Bair ano Winer (I_79)moOel can be written in
dimensionlessform as
•: Te + _V : i d_ + __ tanh-i (10.8)
G* dt _ \_L/
_L is the limitingyield shear stress. From equationwhere
(10.8)it is seen that the three primaryphysicalpropertiesre-
quiredto use the model are the low shear stressviscosity n,
the limitingelastic shear modulus G*, and the limitingshear
stress _L, all functions of pressure and temperature.
The difference in the Bair and Winer (1979) model (equation
(10.8)) and the Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) model (equation
(10.5)) occurs in the viscous shear rate expression "-_-:_if
TI is made to be equal to _O(_e and the inverse hyper-
bolic tangent is replaced with the hyperbolic sine, the Bair and
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Winer model would agree exactly with the Johnson and Tevaarwerk
model. The following series points out the differences between
these models:
Making use of equations (10.9) and (10.10) for very large
values of limiting shear stress (small values of _I_L) re-








This resultsin an instantaneouselasticstrain F/G* and a
time-dependentviscousstrain _tTn. The elasticand viscous
strainsare equal when
" t = _-_ = Maxwell relaxation time (10.13)
If the material is given an initial,strain YO that is
maintained constant, the initial stress will be _0 = G*YO"
At some time t the stress is given as
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: G*_oe-G*ti_ (10.14)
since y = 0 and _+ _G*/n = O. If the time taken for the
fluid to flow through an elastohydrodynamicontact is of the
same order as the relaxationtime, then elasticdeformationwill
be importantand a Maxwellor viscoelasticfluid should be as-
sumed.
For largeMaxwell relaxationtimes as comparedwith the
time taken for the fluid to flow through the contact, the vis-
cous strainrate dominatesthe elastic strainrate and equation
(10.8) reducesto a representationfor a Newtonian,or viscous,
fluid model, where
: _9 (I0.15)
At the other extreme the limitingcase of a viscoplastic
fluid resultsfrom a smallMaxwell relaxationtime as compared
with the time taken for the fluid to flow throughthe contact.
For this conditionthe Bair and Winer model (equation(10.8))
takes on the nonlinearviscousform of
= Tv = _L_ tanh-i I_ ) (10.16)
where
= _ oe_P
rL = + mp0
m = slope of limitingshear stress-pressurerelation
_Lo = zero-pressurevalue of limitingshear stress
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The theoretical film thickness in an elastohydrodynamically
lubricated contact determined by assuming that the lubricant is
a Newtonian fluid agrees well with experimental predictions, as
pointed out in Section 10.3. However, the prediction of surface
traction based on the assumption that the lubricant is a Newton-
ian fluid does not accord well with experiments, so that either
viscoelastic or viscoplastic fluid models have to be used de-
pending on the value of the Maxwell relaxation time.
10.7 Closure
In this chapter various experimental studies of elastohy-
drodynamic lubrication have been reviewed. The various types of
machines used in these investigations - such as the disc, two-
and four-ball, crossed-cylinders, and crossed-axes rolling disc
machines - have been described. The measurement of the most
important parameters - such as film shape, film thickness, pres-
sure, temperature, and traction - has been considered. Determi-
nation of the film thickness is generally the most important of
these effects since it dictates the extent to which the asperi-
ties on opposing surfaces can come into contact and thus has a
direct bearing on wear and fatigue failure of the contacting
surfaces. Several different techniques for measuring film
thickness have been described - including electrical resistance,
capacitance, X-ray, optical interferometry, laser beam diffrac-
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tion, strain gauge, and spring dynamometer methods. An attempt
has been made to describe the basic concepts and limitations of
each of these techniques. These various methods have been used
by individual researchers, but there is no universally accept-
able technique for measuring elastohydrodynamic film thickness.
Capacitance methods have provided most of the reliable data for
nominal line or rectangular conjunctions, but optical interfer-
ometry has proved to be the most effective procedure for ellip-
tical contacts. Optical interferometry has the great advantage
that it reveals not only the film thickness, but also details of
the film shape over the complete area of the conjunction. Theo-
retical film thickness solutions were developed in Chapters 8
and 9, and the various experimental techniques available for
measuring this important parameter have been described early in
this chapter. This has been followed by a comparison of theore-
tical and experimental findings from various sources, and a
pleasing agreement between the two has been noted. Attention
has also been focused on experimental studies of other important
aspects of elastohydrodynamic lubrication - such as pressure
distribution, the temperature rise on the surface of the solids
and within the lubricant, and traction.
Many of the essential features of elastohydrodynamic ellip-
tical contacts have now been revealed by careful and ingenious
experimental studies. A number of these features, particularly
film shape and thickness, have also been revealed by theoretical
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analysis. The overall agreement between theory and experiment
suggests that the equations developed in Chapters 8 and 9 can be
used with reasonable confidence to analyze many of the impor-
tant, highly stressed, lubricated machine elements that are
present in elliptical contacts.
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SYMBOLS




D*, L*, M* J
Av drag area of.ball, m2
a semimajor axis of contact ellipse, m
a/2m
B total conformity of bearing
b semiminor axis of contact ellipse, m
b/2_
C dynamic load capacity, N
Cv drag coefficient
CI,...,C 8 constants
c 19,609 N/cm2 (28,440 lbf/in 2)
number of equal divisions of semimajor axis
D distance between race curvature centers, m
D material factor
D defined by equation (5.63)
De Deborah number
d ball diameter, m
d number of divisions in semiminor axis
da overall diameter of bearing (Figure 2.13), m
db bore diameter, m
de pitch diameter, m
' pitch diameter after dynamic effects have acted on ball, mde
d i inner-race diameter, m
do outer-race diameter, m
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E modulusof elasticity,N/m2
- _a i - Vb





EI [(H"min - Hmin)/Hmin] x 100
elliptic integralof secondkind with modulus (1 - 1/k2)I/2
approximateellipticintegralof secondkind
e dispersionexponent
F normal appliedload, N
F* normalapplied loadper unit length,N/m
F lubricationfactor
F integratednormal applied]oad, N
Fc centrifugalforce, N




F_ normal appliedload at angle _, N
_- ellipticintegralof first kind with modulus (1 - 1/k2)I/2
m
_" approximateelliptic integralof first kind
f race conformityratio
fb rms surfacefinish of ball, m
fr rms surfacefinish of race, m
G dimensionlessmaterialsparameter,=E




gE dimensionless elasticity parameter, W8/3/U2
gv dimensionless viscosity parameter, GW3/U2
H dimensionless film thickness, h/Rx
dimensionless film thickness, H(W/U)2 = F2n/U2noRx23
Hc d mensionless central film thickness, hc/Rx
H dimensionless central film thickness for starved
C,S
lubrication condition
Hf frictional heat, N m/s
Hmin dimensionless minimum film thickness obtained from EHL
elliptical-contact theory
Hmin, r dimensionless minimum film thickness for a rectangular
contact
Hmin, s dimensionless minimum film thickness for starved
lubrication condition
H dimensionless central film thickness obtained fromc
least-squares fit of data
Hmin dimensionless minimum film thickness obtained from
least-squares fit of data
H dimensionless central-film-thickness - speed parameter,c
HcU-O-5
Hmin dimensionless minimum-film-thickness - speed parameter,
HminU-O'5
_0 new of constant in film thickness equationestimate
h film thickness, m
hc central film thickness, m
hi inlet film thickness, m
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h film thicknessat point of maximumpressure,where
m








J functionof k definedby equation (3.8)
j* mechanicalequivalentof heat
polar moment of inertia, m N s2
K load-deflection constant
k ellipticity parameter, a/b
k approximate ellipticity parameter
thermal conductivity, N/s °C
kf lubricant thermal conductivity, N/s °C
L fatigue life
La adjusted fatigue life
Lt reduced hydroaynamic lift, from equation (6.21)
LI,...,L 4 lengths defined in Figure 3.11, m
LIO fatigue life where 90 percent of bearing population will
endure
L50 fatigue lifewhere 50 percentof bearingpopulationwill
endure
bearing length, m
constant used to determine width of side-leakage region
M moment, Nm
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M gyroscopic moment, Nmg
Mp dimensionless load-speed parameter, WU-0"75
Ms torque required to produce spin, N m
m mass of Pall, N s2/m
m* dimensionless inlet distance at boundary between fully
flooded and starved conditions
dimensionless inlet distance (Figures 7.1 and 9.i)
m number of divisions of semimajor or semiminor axis
mW dimensionless inlet distance boundary as obtained from
Wedeven, et al. (1971)
N rotational speed, rpm
n number of balls
n* refractive index
constant used to determine length of outlet region
P dimensionless pressure
PD dimensionless pressure difference
Pd diametral clearance, m
Pe free endplay, m
PHz dimensionless Hertzian pressure, N/m2
p pressure, N/m2




dimensionlessmass flow rate per unit width, qno/PoE,R2
qf reducedpressureparameter
qx volume flow rate per unit width in x direction,m2/s
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qy volume flow rate per unit width in y direction, m2/s
R curvature sum, m
Ra arithmetical mean deviation defined in equation (4.1), m
Rc operational hardness of bearing material
Rx effective radius in x direction, m
Ry effective radius in y direction, m
r race curvature radius, m
rax' rbx'1 radii of curvature, m
ray, rby ]
rc' _c' z cylindrical polar coordinates
rs' es' _s spherical polar coordinates
defined in Figure 5.4
S geometric separation, m
S* geometric separation for line contact, m
SO empirical constant
s shoulder height, m
T TO/Pmax
tangential (traction) force, N
Tm temperature, °C
T_ ball surface temperature, °C
T_ average lubricant temperature, °C







uc velocityof ball center,m/s
U dimensionlessspeed parameter,nou/E'Rx
, + m/su surfacevelocityin directionof motion (ua Ub)12'
number of stresscycles per revolution
au slidingvelocity,ua_ Ub, m/s
v surfacevelocityin transversedirection,m/s
W dimensionlessload parameter,F/E'R2
w surface velocityin directionof film, m/s
X dimensionlesscoordinate,x/Rx
Y dimensionlesscoordinate,y/Rx
Xt' Yt dimensionlessgroupingfrom equation(6.14)
Xa' Ya' Za externalforces,N
Z constantdefinedby equation (3.48)
Z1 viscositypressureindex,a dimensionlessconstant
x, x, x, xI
Y, _', _, coordinate system
z, _', 7, 71J
a pressure-viscositycoefficientof lubrication,m2/N
_a radius ratio, Ry/Rx
B contact angle, rad
Bf free or initialcontactangle, rad
B' iteratedvalue of contact angle,rad
r curvature difference
viscous dissipation, N/m2 s
total strain rate, s-1
Ye elastic strain rate, s-1
i v viscous strain rate, s-1
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Ya flow angle, deg
a total elastic deformation, m
6* lubricant viscosity temperature coefficient, °c'l





6X displacementat some location x, m
approximate elastic deformation, m
elastic deformation of rectangular area, m
€ coefficient of determination
€I strain in axial direction
€2 strain in transversedirection
angle betweenball rotationalaxis and bearing
centerline(Figure3.10)
_a probabilityof survival
n absolute viscosity at gauge pressure, N s/m2.
dimensionlessviscosity,n/n0
no viscosityat atmosphericpressure,N s/m2
n_ 6.31x10-5 N slm2(O.0631 cP)
o angle used to define shoulder height
A film parameter (ratio of film thickness to composite
- surface roughness)
x equals 1 for outer-race control ana 0 for inner-race
p
control
_a second coefficient of viscosity







divergenceof velocityvector, (_u/Bx)+ (_v/ay)+ (Bw/az),s-I
p lubricantdensity,N s2/m4
dimensionlessdensity,P/Po
PO densityat atmosphericpressure,N s2/m4
o normal stress,N/m2
oI stress in axial direction,N/m2
shear stress,N/m2












Ri absoluteangularvelocityof inner race, rad/s
no absoluteangular velocityof outer race, rad/s
angularvelocity,rad/s
_B angularvelocityof ball-racecontact,rad/s
mb angularvelocityof ball about its own center,rad/s
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10
angularvelocityof ball around shaft center,rad/sc
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Figure10.2. - Principleof two-ballmachine. (From
Archard.1965-66.)
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Figure 10.4. - Crossed-axes rolling disc machine. (FromArchard, 1965-66.)
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Figure10.16. - Calculatedandexperimentalpressuredistribu- Figure10.11. - Testapparatususedfor temperaturemeasurements.(From
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film thicknessto compositesurfaceroughness,^, >2exceptat
2.0-GN/m2 load,where1<A<2. (FromAusherman.et al., 1976.)
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Figure10.24. - Theoreticalnondimensionaltraction curvesfor varying Deborahnumber
Meancontactpressure,_, O.67GPa;spn-roll ratio, e, 30o to 40o. (FromJohnson
andTevaarwerk,1977.)
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